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“The first responsibility of the acquisition workforce is to think.”
– Better Buying Power 2.0 Implementation Directive 1

In its 2014 Annual Report, Performance of the
Defense Acquisition System, 2 the Department of
Defense (DoD) states “Competition is the
single best way to motivate contractors to
provide the best value”. Frank Kendall, Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition,
Technology and Logistics (AT&L), reiterated
that view in his August memo on actions to
improve DoD competition. 3
The defense department correctly asserts that
competition is a powerful tool for achieving
cost effective acquisition. It knows also that
competition can encourage research and
innovation; new services, products and uses;
and increase quality, reliability and
performance from suppliers. But these benefits
depend on a market sufficiently appealing to attract more than one bidder.
Competition is a critical strategy in DoD’s draft Better Buying Power 3.0 (BBP) 4 as it has been in each iteration.
DoD sets strategic goals for competition, but consistently fails to achieve them. Competition rates have declined
from 63% in 2008, to 57% in 2012. 5 National Defense magazine observed “It is not unusual to see dozens of
contractor representatives turn up at an ‘industry day’ to hear about a new opportunity. But after the actual
solicitation is published, very few might end up submitting bids”. 6
Kendall attributes the decline primarily to decreasing defense budgets and fewer competitive opportunities, but it
is more clearly DoD’s own acquisition policies that too often fail to attract bidders. The Defense Business Board
(DBB) observed that “DoD lacks sufficient understanding of business operating models and drivers of
innovation.” 7 DoD consistently fails to appreciate the connection between policy, DoD buyer behavior, and
results. Predictably, competition rates continue to fall.
DoD’s approach continues to be self-centered – focusing on internal metrics, and establishing and enforcing
policy. DoD’s mantra for competition fails to consider RAND’s conclusion that “In some cases (especially in the
procurement of major systems where the nonrecurring cost is large), it may be less costly for the government to
forgo competition and to rely on a single supplier.” 8 Competition takes time, and since in the defense acquisition
monopsony, government is the only important buyer, and usually must fund the development of all potential
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entries in a competition, it is not at all clear that competition saves money when nonrecurring costs are high or
production runs are low. Even so, competition can serve other objectives such as keeping critical design teams
and research in place to ensure a healthy industrial base, and a viable pool for future critical acquisition needs.
DoD’s mantra for competition violates its own fundamental principle that the “first responsibility of the
acquisition workforce is to think.” Since the ultimate mission of acquisition is not achievement of a tertiary
metric of debatable value, DoD must rethink competition as one of multiple tools available to equip DoD to
effectively execute the defense of this country at the least possible cost in lives, time, and treasure.

Bidders are Essential to Competition
The essential fact is that competition requires attracting at least two bidders willing to do business. Understanding
this truth suggests the strategy to increase competition involves taking steps designed to enhance the appeal of the
defense contracting environment and RFPs in ways that would increase the pool of potential bidders. The
corollary to this conclusion is that policy which does not appeal to potential bidders will predictably decrease
competition and diminish its promise.
Statute and regulation, acquisition processes, RFP terms, risk, market conditions, DoD behavior, and of course,
investment return potential all have significant influence on a potential bidder’s business case. That DoD has
insufficient appreciation of these factors is clearly evident in its general approach, public statements, explanations
of why it consistently fails to meet goals, and its memos and training materials for purchasing agents and
acquisition professionals.
DoD’s approach to competition is embodied within its BBP initiative, and on the Defense Procurement and
Acquisition Policy (DPAP) website 9 which includes numerous memos, guidance and training materials defining
DoD policy and providing guidance. However, these documents focus on policy awareness, and applicable
statutes, regulations, processes and exceptions. A 2008 Office of Federal Procurement Policy memo 10 lists
activities for removing impediments to competition, but none of these recommendations address ways for DoD to
be a more attractive buyer, or to create an environment appealing to bidders. The bulk of recommendations are
limited to exhortations for enhanced internal awareness, commitment, and requirements. DoD’s latest guidance 11
released in August adopts the same approach and lists internal impediments to competition goals, but says nothing
about acting to increase its appeal as a buyer, or incorporating measures within RFPs to improve the business case
for prospective bidders. DPAP’s required training material, 12 and Defense Acquisition University (DAU) 13
material on its website reflect the established approach. Even brief examination of these materials leads to the
logical inference that the approach and policies DoD employs to increase competition, in fact actively diminish
the appeal of competing for DoD business.
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Protection of Intellectual Property Is Essential to Competition
“Our technological superiority is not assured, and in fact it is
being challenged very effectively right now.”
– Frank Kendall 14
Protection of intellectual property (IP) is fundamental to the health, energy, and productivity of our commercial
free enterprise system. Government protects that essential pillar of the general economy in law and recognition of
patents, copyrights, licenses, proprietary data, trademarks, and industrial secrets. However, the dismantling of
these protections within defense acquisition is a fundamental objective of DoD competition strategy, and is
addressed in each policy, memo and training material on competition. The August, 2014 DoD Guidelines
continues policy to obtain or compel the full spectrum of intellectual property from suppliers including
proprietary technical data, computer software, patented technology, and license rights. DoD’s open intention for
such data is “competitive activities”, where such data is transferred to third parties who use that data to compete
with the innovator or creator, including perhaps in markets outside defense.
DoD has at least some inkling that targeting intellectual property may not always further its objectives. The
August 2014 Guidelines include this admonition: “A caution on coercing greater rights to IP than necessary: … a
subcontractor may decline to sell its product to the Government’s prime contractor if it is required to provide
more generous rights than it offers to commercial customers.” 15 The paragraph then recognizes that the
government may have to accept an inferior source or develop an alternative at its own expense. However, DoD
should further understand that this caution is applicable to acquisition practice for the prime contractor, and in all
cases where it seeks to compel proprietary data. DoD over reach 16 through its policy on intellectual property
makes it extraordinarily unappealing to creators and innovators, unquestionably chilling their incentive to invest
in technology in the first place, and dissuading them from competing. As the guideline observes, this policy
limits DoD’s access to the latest technologies, and to cost reduction opportunities.

Profit is Essential for Competition
Profit serves a variety of economic purposes, many extremely important to DoD reaching its objectives. It is a
powerful motivator for innovation, technical investment, and efficiency, all critical to DoD’s objectives to save
money, increase reliability, and dominate potential adversaries through technical superiority.
It is also critical to competition.
All companies exist to create value for their investors, and investors seek both competitive returns and stability.
Undeniably, potential financial returns are fundamental to supplier decisions on where to compete. However,
multiple sources show profit margins in defense acquisition on a long-term basis average about half that of the
S&P 500. 17 The Defense Business Board’s report 18 earlier this year proved this once again, and concluded
“Compared to other markets, the Defense industry has the lowest returns.” DoD’s annual report shows that even
for its carefully selected list of companies, margins are considerably lower for defense companies compared to
commercial sector firms. 19 Loren Thompson of the Lexington Institute writing in Forbes provides an excellent
discussion of defense margins in comparison to business writ large and concludes "...the idea [that] weapons
makers are generating excess profits is laughable." 20 Review of Figure 2 and typical industry returns easily
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examined from Internet sources makes it easy to understand another industry expert’s comment that “Lockheed
would do better for shareholders making diapers or burgers rather than the world’s best fighter.” 21
In terms of return industry receives for
what it provides, DoD has clearly received
good value from its purchases for a long
time.
This indisputable conclusion calls into
question the enormous resources and
expense of government regulation and
policy overhead designed to identify and
control profit margins. Needless to say, low
margin potential relative to other market
choices is not a compelling reason to
compete for government contracts.
Like competition, profit policy logically
applied is indispensable to meeting DoD
objectives for mission capability,
performance, best value, cost reduction,
innovation and access to technology.
Properly constructed contracts allow buyers to tailor incentives to achieve any supplier behavior that meets the
DoD’s outcome objectives.
The unthinking approach to profit policy is to minimize it at any cost. Thoughtful profit policy incorporates the
careful analysis of DoD’s own acquisition objectives including:
•
•
•

How many willing bidders do you want to attract for effective competition?
How responsive do you need your supplier to be when surprises appear that are not on contract?
How much innovation do you need, and how much independent investment, research and development
must be encouraged to maintain a technological advantage?

Defense contracts can be very large, but contract size alone says nothing about what benefit, if any, a supplier
accrues from a contract. Yet, many assume that it does. This distortion drives profoundly dysfunctional profit
policy which undermines DoD’s own goals to lower costs and attract great suppliers. The message here is not
whining that defense companies should make more money, but instead to recognize that companies have choices
about what markets to pursue, what research to invest in, and what problems to solve. If DoD wants the best
minds and companies to solve DoD’s problems, invest in DoD research, and compete for DoD business, it must
create incentives for companies to do so. Otherwise, companies, especially the best companies with more options,
will choose another market.
Despite leadership denials of a war on profit, the visible, practical DoD profit policy is to minimize profit
apparently at any cost. In testimony before the House Armed Services Committee (HASC), Pierre Chao, Senior
Associate with the Center for Strategic and International Studies, summed it up elegantly: "Culturally we have
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evolved to a point where the system would rather pay $1 billion and 5% profit for a defense good, than $500
million and 20% profit." 22

Good RFPs are Essential to Competition
Bidders will respond to government RFPs that satisfy an acceptable internal business case, and where proposal
costs, which can be considerable, are in proportion to risk if their proposal is ultimately uncompetitive. DoD’s
mantra of competition, however, does not factor into the bidders business case.
Contract length is an important part of the bidder’s business case. Contracts of sufficient length allow suppliers to
recover proposal and start-up costs, and capital investments that enable improvements in contract execution
leading to improved outcomes and lower costs. However, DoD policy has trended to increasingly shorter
contracts in a misguided effort to increase opportunities for competition. This can lead to permanent proposal
activity which increases overhead, interferes with performance, and makes recovery of investment impossible. It
also heavily and unnecessarily increases the workload of an acquisition workforce stretched to capacity. The
greater the technological and capital requirements for proposing and starting-up a contract, the longer the periodof-performance must be if the business case is to make sense for anyone other than the incumbent. For anyone
including the incumbent, the longer the period-of-performance, the greater risk a bidder can take in providing a
low cost bid, since time and his independent investment can be employed to enable his lowest competitive price.
Contract type appropriate to the product and stage of acquisition has an important impact on results achieved.
BBP initially promoted Lowest Price Technically Acceptable (LPTA) contracts, but these contracts encountered
significant resistance and DoD emphasis for this contract has wisely diminished. These contracts were widely
panned as a “race to the bottom” but a more insightful commentary, known as “The Common Law of Business
Balance”, attributed to 19th century English artist, critic, socialist, and philanthropist John Ruskin, describes this
more descriptively and elegantly.
There is hardly anything in the world that some man cannot make a little worse and sell a little cheaper,
and the people who consider price only are this man's lawful prey. It’s unwise to pay too much but it is
worse to pay too little. When you pay too much, you lose a little money – that is all. When you pay too
little, you sometimes lose everything, because the thing you bought was incapable of doing the thing it
was bought to do. The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting a lot – it
can’t be done. If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you run. And if
you do that, you will have enough to pay for something better.
RFPs may require supplier costs to be certified (“FAR 15”), or justified by other than certified cost and pricing
data (“FAR 12”). Strictly commercial purchases may oblige the government to conduct its own market analysis.
The basis of the RFP and proposal, and the relevant regulatory burden and overhead are tremendously important
to both qualifying and attracting potential suppliers into the bidding pool.
An important example here is a potential bidder with a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) product, a commercial
product modified slightly for government use (commercial “of a type”), or a product once vibrant in the
commercial world but later used only by government. If an RFP requires extensive cost and pricing information
whether certified or not, a potential bidder may be unable to supply such data or have to incur great expense to
change his accounting system which raises the costs of producing all his products, a prospect that may not be
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acceptable. In any case, cost and pricing information is always sensitive, protected information in business. Both
reasons tend to diminish the competitor pool.

Items such as laptops and mobile phones which support
warfighters can be modified commercial-off-the-shelf products.
(Image: Wikimedia)

Another approach DoD has favored recently is
breaking up complex system- level acquisition of
procurement and services to create additional
opportunity for competition at the subcontract level.
The bulk of most prime level major acquisitions is
often subcontracted by the prime to take advantage
of highly specialized expertise. DoD believes
forcing competition lower into the supply chain
saves money. In reality, this approach ensures a
continuous churn in the supply chain, ongoing
inefficiencies coming from relationships constantly
broken and reestablished, and network inefficiency
introduced at the expense of system-level
optimization. Overall system-level delivery
performance, and possibly safety can be impacted.

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) know through experience that switching sub-contractors for nominal
cost savings can lead to expensive, embarrassing, and sometimes safety related issues. Prime contractors
minimize these issues by establishing long-term relationships with subcontractors and working together to resolve
issues, including pricing, as they arise. This is a practice common in commercial business, but not understood by
DoD. DoD’s move to sectionalize system level contracts into multiple subcontracts requires expertise in the
system being acquired to be significantly greater for their approach to work, and the contracting and management
burden assumed by DoD is tremendously increased. But fundamentally, this approach assumes that DoD can
manage the supply chain, including the increased burden DoD has assumed, more efficiently than the system
OEM. Given the Defense Business Board report referenced in the opening, the necessary understanding of the
system and business principles may not exist, 23 which suggests outcomes based on this policy are unlikely to
achieve the results intended.

Difficult Buyers Discourage Competition
If the objectives of competition are to be achieved, one must examine the underlying problem that government
distrusts and dislikes the industries on which it relies. Examination is unavoidable because this problem has had
tremendous implications for how defense acquisition is structured, how it performs, and what it ultimately costs.
A recent DAU survey found “government employees see industry as merely uncommitted vendors, motivated
only by profit; as a result, industry must be managed harshly.” 24 The American public and the media are not
generally friendly to industry either. Brookings noted, “We are accustomed in the American public debate to
praising men and women in uniform, and yet we often ignore or even pillory those who equip and support
them.” 25
Government and DoD dislike of the industries on which they rely has translated into acquisition policy based on
distrust 26 and an “accretion of laws, regulations, reporting requirements, and mandated procedures that are
choking the system.” 27 All of this results in a system that discourages competition, and results in products that
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cost more than they need to, take too long to deliver, and too often are obsolete by the time they become
operational.
It is true that individual companies or contracts misstep from time to time, but the snipe hunt for rampant fraud,
waste and abuse is largely unwarranted. The 1986 Packard Commission found that “The nation’s defense
programs lose far more to inefficient procedures than to fraud and dishonesty. The truly costly problems are those
of overcomplicated organization and rigid procedure, not avarice or connivance.” 28 The commission also found
that “nothing merits greater concern than the increasingly troubled relationship between the defense industry and
government”. Things are little changed. 29
While DoD buys as much as $400 billion of goods per year 30 from the defense industry, documented action
resulting in compensation back to the government is one to two percent or less per year. 31 Since acquisition
overhead is estimated from 30% to 40% of acquisition dollars, 32 the excessive oversight and procedure sapping
the system is clearly wildly out of proportion to the issue. Some overhead is normal, of course, but this level
suggests great opportunity to significantly reduce the cost, complication and time of the acquisition system, and
the potential to mitigate a significant portion of current defense budget pressure.
The government is a monopsony buyer, and it also has the ability and propensity to make the laws in accordance
with its perceived interest alone, often changing the game in the middle, and often without appreciating
predictable side effects or the potential to undermine its own objectives. “It can and does cancel contracts for
convenience; change requirements, purchase quantities, or schedules at will; demands proprietary information
even for commercial products for distribution to competitors; and dictates contract terms and controls margins.” 33
A fundamental objective of business is to seek and grow competitive advantage, while the objective of the
government policy and practice is to erase it, artificially if necessary.
The HASC documented many of the difficulties faced by potential suppliers to the government in its 2012 report
Challenges to Doing Business with the Department of Defense. In it, the HASC details the many ways in which
government dissuades potential suppliers from risking business with the government. And each of these ways
represents a barrier to competition, and all of its promise.
… complexity of the defense acquisition process, the constantly changing rules of the game, the
regulatory burden associated with government contracts, and the business risks associated with defense
contracts discourage many companies. 34

Implementing Effective Competition
The DoD competition Guidelines cite the “Great Engine War” of the 1980’s, 35 which pitted two fighter engine
companies in competition to power F-15 and F-16 aircraft as an example of what competition can achieve. The
Guidelines credit this competition with $2-$3 billion in savings over 20 years, improvements in reliability,
contractor performance and other benefits. Yet, RAND examined these kinds of competitions and concluded “It
is not self-evident that a second production source will produce savings – especially when nonrecurring costs are
large.” 36 Nonrecurring costs for fighter engine development are indeed large, and when both entries were adopted
into service, permanent life cycle costs were increased. While performance and reliability improvement was real,
the claimed savings relies on speculation about progress in the program in the absence of a second engine. To
credit claimed improvements to competition alone exposes a serious misunderstanding of the nature of
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development of high technology products, a lack of appreciation of the operational problems introduced with two
incompatible products, and an unfounded confidence in the speculative calculation of a path not taken. That this
is true is attested to by the staunch refusal of two Presidents and two Secretaries of Defense from entertaining any
prospect of a similar decision when choosing the engine for the current F-35 fighter.
Every high-tech program, whether in national
defense or not, follows a well-defined life cycle.
On introduction, they may or may not immediately
meet the lofty performance goals they were
designed for, but neither have they yet achieved
their ultimate potential in low cost and reliability
whether or not competition is part of the ongoing
life cycle. The manufacturing learning curve and
operational experience would have achieved
significant improvement over time in all aspects
cited by the Guidelines for either engine.
However, low volume, split in half with two
engines in production, unavoidably slowed cost
An F110 engine undergoes performance testing at the Air Force’s
Arnold Engineering Development Center. (Image: Wikipedia)
reduction for both engines. Coupling this with
nonrecurring cost for two engines rather than one,
and doubling the operational requirements, calls into question whether competition alone is responsible for any of
the improvements claimed.
Another weakness inherent to this particular type of competition (two competitors, split buy) is the behavior it
incentivizes and the operational outcomes it predicts. Todd Harrison provides a thorough analysis of the
weaknesses in a number of competition strategies in his paper: The Effects of Competition on Defense
Acquisitions. 37 He summarizes by saying "the cure of competition can sometimes be worse than the disease."
Split buys dramatically slows the manufacturing learning curve by splitting production and reducing quantities,
especially for low-volume items such as ships and aircraft. The Capital investment required is obviously doubled
by the necessity to keep two, less efficient supply chains active. But more troubling may be the inherent incentive
structure operating which may further increase costs. In a split buy, one or both competitors may be satisfied with
losing the competition and accepting the smaller share, but achieving better returns through a higher margin
losing bid. Thus, on top of the inherent inefficiencies, incentives of this kind can actually drive costs higher,
perhaps dramatically higher if both competitors adopt such a strategy. Two versions then create an operational
nightmare, doubling everything involved – supply chain, inventory, training, management, technical problems,
and so on. Multiply this problem by extending this acquisition philosophy to avionics, landing gear, and other
systems or part of a weapon system and this approach becomes clearly unsustainable for cost, complexity, safety
and mission.
Better examples of effective competition techniques in practice are the acquisition of the Joint Direct Attack
Munition (JDAM), the Wind Corrected Munition Dispenser (WCMD), and the Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff
Missile (JASSM). In another RAND report, 38 the success of these acquisitions is attributed to a commercial-like
program structure, including competition. These programs demonstrated savings of up to 65%. An important
difference compared to the engine war competition is the long production run for all of these examples. Despite
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these and other examples from the RAND report, commercial-like program structure is not part of contemporary
discussion of acquisition reform, but should be.
Implementing effective competition that achieves more than compliance with a metric of dubious value requires
more thought than promoting a mantra. It is critical to think about policy that establishes an acquisition
environment and a contract that both appeals to bidders, and produces the outcomes expected.

When Government Rejects Competition
As critical as strategically applied competition is to achieving DoD goals for performance and cost reduction, it is
abandoned without examination for functions earmarked for DoD employees. For all such functions, the lack of
competition, and the lack of the profit motive are serious impediments to the increased performance,
entrepreneurial energy, and the motivation for innovation and efficiency that these tools provide DoD when
accessing the defense industry.
The 2001 Federal Activities Inventory Reform (FAIR) Act showed that 50% of public sector jobs fall into the
areas that might be competed. As many as 340,000 military personnel are performing commercial activities. 39
Numerous studies 40 have concluded that when such functions are competed in public/private competition, an
average savings of 30% are achieved, no matter who wins. As Jacques Gansler, former Under Secretary for
Defense (AT&L) tells us, “the presence of competition creates the previously missing incentive for government
providers to significantly improve processes that lower costs and increase performance.” 41
With good reason, the Department of Defense should maintain at least a portion of many functions organically. A
career path for growing necessary experience and reserve capacity is strategically vital in defense, but by statute
and simple preference, DoD performs the bulk of potentially competed functions organically – unexamined
through business case analysis or tested by competition. As a result, DoD forfeits potential benefits of billions of
dollars 42 at the same time it demands these same savings through competition in the defense industry. One has to
question the duality of DoD’s passionate campaign for competition within the defense industry while
simultaneously abandoning competition for commercial functions performed by DoD.

Why Suppliers Do Business with Government
The previous discussion might lead one to infer that little reason exists for companies to contract with
government, but many do for a variety of reasons, not all of which survive a persistently unfriendly environment.
But enough do to impart to DoD an unwarranted confidence that there will always be a ready industrial base
prepared to provide DoD whatever it may require to execute its strategic objectives.
Some companies consider defense a core competency, and a source of competitive advantage against those
without key defense experience. The bulk of their revenue is defense, and they have accounting systems and
organizational structure and processes tuned to defense acquisition requirements. They have highly specialized
skills in defense related technology, and employees who love working in aerospace, naval shipping or other
defense products. They, their investors, and the market are familiar with the comparatively low margin in defense
but they like the sector and feel patriotic to be part of the national defense. Some simply have a long tradition of
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service to the country. Many of these companies, however, are increasingly diversifying, and many already have
strong commercial businesses.
For other companies, defense is a strategic hedge against weakness in their commercial markets, a means of
filling and level loading capacity, a way to share fixed costs across an expanded product line, or a way to keep
critical design capability active. Pride and patriotism are often real and important factors as well. Contractors
comprised half the force in Iraq and Afghanistan. Many also sacrificed.43
Many companies doing business with the government today will continue to do so, and some new companies will
join the defense industry, but some are diversifying away and others are finding the reasons they worked in
defense are increasingly less appealing. DoD recognizes that important investment, innovation, and energy is
happening in the commercial marketplace, even for companies with a historic tradition in defense. If DoD is to
maintain a willing industrial base and lure in new companies with groundbreaking technologies now working
exclusively in the commercial world, it needs to apply more than its mantra, and instead create an environment,
and a track record of working with and respecting industry in a way that satisfies their business cases in order to
meet DoD goals.

Alternative to Competition – Partnership
Despite the duality, DoD, though sole source buyer and lawmaker, is loath to accept the prospect of a sole source
provider. DoD fears “vendor lock”. Contractors endure buyer lock. Government discomfort drives continuous
layering of intrusive oversight, and policy designed to compel disclosure of anything that might be provided to
others to artificially fabricate competition. But as a practical reality, many weapon systems are so intricate,
specialized, or capital intensive to produce and maintain, that few, and possibly only a single source is capable of
production and sustainment. Usually after much anguish, DoD may offer partnership for sustainment, though its
view of partnership is predictably different than characteristic of business outside of government.
Outside government, partnership is cemented on more or less equal terms and for mutual benefit. There is a
measure of permanence, which if not general, is intended for the duration of a specific purpose. Partners are
bound to discontinue looking for greener grass. There is give and take. There is trust and respect. There is
internal transparency. There is the principle of
working through difficulty privately and mutual
support publicly.
But this definition does not fit government’s view
of partnership. Instead, partnership is a temporary
convenience, tending to protect only government
interests, with little, if any, commitment to
industry partners. Without that commitment,
protections are inevitably erected on both sides,
mistrust can never really be mitigated, and the
mutual benefits that partnerships achieve outside
of government rarely come to fruition.
C-17 Globemaster team won the 2012 Secretary of Defense
Performance-Based Logistics award. (Image: Wikimedia)

Public/private partnerships (PPPs) exist, and many
are successful. Partnerships in the form of
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performance-based logistics (PBLs) have been particularly successful. Project Proof Point has demonstrated that
12 of 14 PBLs with cost reduction incentives embedded in their contracts delivered price-to-service reductions. 44
PBLs are constructed to align incentives of both government and supplier. Instead of contracting for a specific
number of service actions, such as a component overhaul, a PBL is a contract for a specific outcome, such as
percent mission capability for an aircraft, and billing is typically done based on use, such as flight hours. But
despite official DoD policy preference for performance-based logistics over other contracting vehicles, PBL
contracting actions and active PBLs continue to decline. While Project Proof Point shows us “a conservative
estimate of savings that could result from broadly transitioning to PBL sustainment across the DoD ranges from
10 percent to 20 percent – every year”, 45 implementation of PBLs continues to be troubled by a lack of
understanding and other obstacles. Since annual DoD logistics spending is about $170 billion, 46 potential savings
equate to $17-$34 billion annually. Because PBLs are not being employed as often as appropriate, DoD pays
more for sustainment and experiences poorer readiness than necessary. In this challenging fiscal and budget
environment, that means choices are being made that result in a diminished national defense, placing warfighters
at risk.

Rethinking Competition in Defense Acquisition
After decades of acquisition reform and hundreds of official studies and reports, the acquisition system remains
“widely considered to be dysfunctional.” 47 A new effort is underway in Congress and in the Pentagon responding
to deep financial pressure and continued criticism of the acquisition process. The Senate recently released a
compendium of views by leading acquisition experts 48 which disappointingly summarized its recommendations
simply as the need to enhance the acquisition workforce and to better involve the service chiefs. Frank Kendall’s
contribution to the compendium said that only “acquisition improvement” is needed rather than “acquisition
reform”. However, this panel was government heavy, and the recommendations of contributors with broader
comments did not find their way to the compendium’s recommendations. The conclusion of the Defense
Business Board that “DoD lacks sufficient understanding of business operating models and drivers of innovation”
was not reflected in the Senate’s compendium summary.
The 1984 Packard Commission report, however, is as relevant today as it was the day it was released. The
consistent principle across the decades is government conviction that industry is unworthy of trust, and DoD’s
misplaced confidence that it understands business and how to incentivize it. But, DoD’s internal focus on
competition which does not consider the need to improve its appeal as a buyer, its policy to extract intellectual
property from creators and innovators, and its assault on profits, all suggest that if anything is to be achieved in
acquisition reform, DoD’s fundamental approach needs rethinking.
DoD consistently fails to appreciate the connection between policy, DoD buyer behavior, and results. In the press
briefing for the release of the 2014 Performance of the Defense Acquisition System Report, Frank Kendall said
“… many of the things that we have tried from the data, from the statistics last year and this year, don’t seem to
be having much of a discernible effect.” 49 Predictably, competition rates continue to fall.
The Department of Defense correctly makes competition an important part of its acquisition strategy, but it
forgets that successful competition requires a reasonable buyer, and an attractive business proposition if two or
more potential suppliers are to be tempted into vying for its business. But Congress and DoD have acted only to
extend policy that frustrates its ability to achieve the benefits that mastery of competition promises. They cannot
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see that competition exists and works not only at the discrete RFP level, but also at the product and market level,
and across time, and that it can exist and work within a properly constructed contract. DoD continues to be a
cantankerous buyer, writes RFPs with terms and conditions that dissuade potential bidders, fails to protect
creators of innovation and intellectual property, and requires compliance with onerous policy and legislative
requirements.
The Implementation Directive for Better Buying Power 2.0 wisely admonished that “The first responsibility of the
acquisition workforce is to think”, 50 but that principle has passed with BBP 3.0. One of the primary objectives of
BBP in each iteration is to increase the professionalism of the acquisition workforce, and this is certainly needed.
But there is tremendous potential to embrace new principles to make competition, profit policy, and relationships
work for DoD, not just to improve a questionably relevant metric, but to significantly reduce cost to the taxpayer
in this time of tremendous budget pressure, to deliver better capability to the warfighter, and to strengthen the
industrial base.
The Department of Defense has always simply assumed that the capability and interest would be there to execute
whatever strategy it has adopted, but unless DoD can achieve an enlightened understanding of business operating
models and drivers of innovation, it may find not just that it is paying more than it needs to or that it is sole
sourcing more, but that it is in danger of having a critical need with no one ready to help.

“The more attractive the Government can make itself as a buyer, the more likely it is that world-class sellers
will enter into contracts with the Government, that favorable terms and conditions will be negotiated,
and that lower prices will be paid.”
– DoD Commercial Item Handbook51
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Acronyms
AT&L
BBP
COTS
DAU
DBB
DoD
DPAP
FAIR
HASC
IP
JDAM
JASSM
LPTA
OEM
PBL
PPP
RFP
WCMD

Acquisition, Technology and Logistics
Better Buying Power
Commercial Off The Shelf
Defense Acquisition University
Defense Business Board
U.S. Department of Defense
Defense Procurement and Acquisition Policy
Federal Activities Inventory Reform
House Armed Services Committee
Intellectual Property
Joint Direct Attack Munition
Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile
Lowest Price Technically Acceptable
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Performance-Based Logistics
Public Private Partnership
Request for Proposal
Wind Corrected Munition Dispenser
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